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Solving Enterprise Security Threats in Real-Time

There simply isn’t a more flexible or comprehensive set of 
enterprise class security tools that solve the swivel-chair 
security problem as effectively.

If you have a role in the cybersecurity field, you already 
know it’s getting more complex. Your threat surface is 
expanding. You assume a breach when you start your 
purple team exercises, you know you have too many 
tools but you could use more, you’re full-time fending 
off malware, phishing, and ransomware, and you didn’t 
expect supply chain attacks to rise to the top of the stack. 
On top of that, you know good security professionals 
are hard to find and just as hard to keep when they’re 
competent. Also, you’re not getting enough time off. 

These are the challenges TekStream’s MDR service is 
designed to address.

The cornerstone of our MDR service is built upon 
SIEM/SOAR cloud-based technologies from Splunk. 
These tools continue to solve enterprise security 

challenges in compelling ways that other solutions have 
not yet been able to address. Splunk as a data platform 
provides a comprehensive solution to enable us to build 
sophisticated algorithms that detect and respond to 
threats in real time. There simply isn’t a more flexible or 
comprehensive set of enterprise class security tools that 
solve the swivel-chair security problem as effectively.

The TekStream triple play is that we utilize CrowdStrike 
for endpoint protection and response (EDR). CrowdStrike 
has received accolades from Gartner, Forrester and IDC 
for its readiness, response, and resiliency services. The 
combination of orchestrated CrowdStrike endpoint 
detection and a Splunk coordinated security analysis 
and response platform is at the heart of our MDR 
service. 

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Evaluating Security Maturity across 3 Critical Dimensions

Every company’s Security maturity 
is different - and each company’s 
maturity is also constantly changing.  
TekStream uses the three dimensions 
of Visibility , Fidelity and Automation 
to chart our clients’ weaknesses and 
areas for continuous improvement.

How does yours compare?

TekStream MDR provides a constantly evolving security 
platform that adopts the latest threat intel in the context 
of searches, rules, alerting and automated response. 
We place emphasis on continual improvement for our 
MDR platform along the dimensions of our VFA model 
(Visibility, Fidelity, and Automation). We regularly 
review security event outcomes to ensure we are 

discovering and adopting improvements to overall 
security effectiveness (Visibility); expanding visibility 
to incorporate new sources, feeds, and threat lists, as 
well as reducing false positives (Fidelity), and improving 
(Automation) that detects, prevents, and responds to 
identified security anomalies in real-time with as little 
human intervention as possible.

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Visibility

Visibility can be thought of as Field of View (FOV). It 
is the measure of the threat surface area and broader 
threat ecosystem that you have covered in the context 
of an MDR service. It is measurable if you include the 
domain of all potential internal and external relevant 
security sources. It’s particularly relevant in the context 
of a SIEM/SOAR platform. SIEMs are purpose-built 
to provide threat analysis of enterprise data sources. 
When looking at the security architecture from a layered 
security approach, you can analyze coverage by tier 
(e.g., data, application, endpoint, network, perimeter, 
human). You might go as far as to subclassify protected 
or critical assets.

Of course, visibility isn’t simply internal and there are a 
wide variety of external threat-relevant sources as well. 
Insofar as internal source visibility goes, it begins with 
core security sources like key network data (firewalls, 
proxy, VPN), servers (critical databases, mail, web servers, 
applications, virtualization), identity and asset data, and 
critical security appliances (malware, vulnerability). 
Expansion normally includes additional sources such as 
endpoint data, network wire data for critical protocols 
(e.g., DNS or DHCP), netflow, badge data, and mobile 
data, as well as a variety of internally generated lists to 
support anomaly detection and compliance. External 
data usually includes threat intelligence sources starting 
with open-source threat lists to more sophisticated, 
commercial lists, social media, and dark web scanning.

By defining the overall population of sources for both 
internal and external sources and measuring what is 
currently ingested in the context of your MDR service, 
the result is the percentage of coverage. Clearly, 
the overall population of potential data sources is 
a snapshot against a moving target as new internal 
security-related products/appliances are introduced, 
new external security services and feeds are adopted, 
or newer versions of established solutions necessitate 
changes to the ingestion model.

Visibility is particularly 
relevant in the context of a 
SIEM/SOAR platform. SIEMs 
are purpose-built to provide 
threat analysis of enterprise 
data sources. 

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Automation

Automation is also relatively straightforward to measure 
in the sense that you can measure the number of 
responses that are handled without human intervention 
in the overall population of threats detected. Automation 
can vary from reactive, optimistic alerting with very 
little automated response to active, preventative, zero-
day threat models.

Context is king. And as we understand our clients’ 
environments, we become better able to support them. 
We take the approach to explicitly set up a period, 
post-implementation, to refine our understanding of 
what constitutes a threat or an outlier in the context 

of customer assets and business processes. Learning 
standard vendors for instance is often not explicit in the 
circumstance of remediating phishing attempts. 

Although automation is critical to identifying and 
remediating threats in a real-time response, humans will 
continue to be a very necessary component of triage 
and remediation. The point of automation is to lessen 
the number of threats that need human attention and 
ensure all of the right information is gathered together 
in a workflow to enable a Security Analyst to shorten 
mean time to response.

Fidelity

Fidelity is relatively easy to measure. How many alerts 
do you surface that are correctly identified as actionable 
threats? That’s essentially the basis for fidelity scoring. 
Risk-based alerting in Splunk has increased fidelity 
dramatically in the Splunk SIEM platform by scoring 
cumulative risk across objects as opposed to simply 
surfacing granular anomalies with correlation searches. 

Out of the box, any SIEM/SOAR is going to be noisy. 
Upon initial installation, it’s very common to see 
geographically improbable logins from scripts running 
under an admin ID, inaccurate identification of clear 
text passwords, privilege escalations from admins, 
threshold-based anomalies like spikes in DNS traffic, 
new URLs, or first-time user logins. 

Establishing fidelity is not simply a matter of altering 
rules or searches to ignore IDs that create anomalies. 
Hackers would love you to ignore lateral movement 
or privilege escalation from admin accounts. Custom 
rules/searches often go through a fidelity life cycle, 
starting as a search relying upon static thresholds, 

moving to statistical deviations, and then on to more 
complex learned ML models. This is highly dependent 
upon practical measurements of false positives. In some 
cases, static thresholds are adequate and appropriate. 
Fidelity is contextual (as are the other dimensions for 
VFA).

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Risk is never eliminated; it is only 
mitigated. The same is true for 
scoring maturity.

Establishing a maturity metric is valuable in justifying 
and measuring relative improvement and investment 
as a part of an overall cybersecurity program. It is very 
useful to take regular snapshots of your maturity at 
intervals along your security journey that documents 
the overall population of each of these dimensions and 
your relative position on that continuum.

Universal benchmarking of maturity to score yourself 
against your peers is of marginal use as it doesn’t 
provide insight into your company’s unique areas of 
weakness or the ranking of those areas in terms of 
risk. The primary goal with the ranking exercise is to 
identify and prioritize areas for improvement. It’s much 
like running your first mile. The time might not be pretty 
(you’re not yet Usain Bolt), but you have a baseline to 
set goals against.

Risk is never eliminated; it is only mitigated. The same 
is true for scoring maturity. The score against each 
dimension is a percentage metric that is useful to 
establish and revisit on a regular basis. We include it 
with every security assessment that we’re involved in.

 The challenge is that each time you measure, you have 
likely added to the scope of that population. Meaning 
every security environment is going to discover 
additional data sources both internal and external as 
threat surface is never static. Additional techniques 
to tune out false positives or to better categorize 
suspicious outliers as either serious or benign will 
emerge as automation steps in to provide better defined 
remediation.

These continuums are never static and the overall target 
for any given continuum is going to be entity specific. 
If one were to maintain an 80% average across each 
dimension, that would mean a program of constant 
improvement was in place. Reaching 100% is never a 
realistic goal as the target continues to expand. 

A static MDR is a vulnerable one. Constant repositioning 
against threat vectors is the defining characteristic of an 
effective security program. We’re running a marathon 
not a sprint. 

The Value of a Maturity Metric

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Ongoing supporting processes 
such as Compliance, Fraud, 
MSP Hosting Services, Support 
Services, and Tradecraft research 
are options in the context of the 
overall MDR service depending 
upon customer circumstances 
and requirements.

We segregate our security processes into relative response time categories as represented in the following operational 
security wheel. The grey processes cover security anomalies that require ongoing identification to remediation in 
seconds or minutes, triage and management processes that go from minutes to hours, and longer running processes 
that seek to improve upon VFA-related measures and performance metrics.
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TekStream Closed Loop Operations

TekStream MDR service recognizes that each client’s security environment and requirements are unique. We 
implement “Out of the Box” use cases and playbooks to shorten adoption, and we then customize those templates 
to fit each client’s specific needs.

We are powered by seasoned security professionals with advanced certifications and a strong technical background 
in critical security technologies including Splunk and CrowdStrike.

“TekStream goes beyond the typical black box virtual SOC.  They prioritize real incident response and support.”  
— SOC Manager

The TekStream Difference

https://www.tekstream.com/
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TekStream MDR Security Layers

TekStream layers critical security solutions  
on top of established security infrastructure to meet your unique needs:

Services

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Key Benefits of a TekStream Partnership 

Splunk Cloud First Security Solution

Our solution leverages the Splunk Cloud SAAS 
solution to provide a managed platform. It is 
automated, stable, and priced competitively 
to ensure the administration, patching and 
maintenance of your Splunk environment is 
efficient and non-disruptive. It lets us focus on 
detection and response.

Best-in-Class Endpoint Protection and 
Response

The TekStream triple play is that we utilize 
CrowdStrike for endpoint protection and 
response (EDR). The combination of orche-
strated CrowdStrike endpoint detection and 
a Splunk coordinated security analysis and 
response platform is at the heart of our MDR 
service.  

Partner of the Year for Splunk Services

TekStream knows security. In the context of con-
sulting and MDR services, we are implementing 
the latest and greatest from our partners. We 
can’t afford not to keep up and by extension, 
to implement improvements that affect VFA 
(providing broader visibility, increasing fidelity 
effectiveness, and improving response through 
automation).

Closed Loop Operations

Each of our operational processes feeds the next 
follow-on process. Operations feeds to strategic 
efforts which in turn impacts operations.

Automated

Our standard solution puts emphasis on auto-
mated response leveraging EDR and SOAR 
models.

Collaborative

We endeavor to become an extension of your 
business. As such, we get more effective at res-
ponse over time. Understanding what is anomalous 
is a learned skill as is an optimal response. You might 
discover your phishing process needs to add a step 
to remediate emails from a certain group differently 
or signoff before we delete 1000 emails because 
they look suspicious. Those processes, whether 
implemented in runbooks or automated playbooks 
are something we will tune to fit over time.

https://www.tekstream.com/
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 � Excellence. Splunk’s 2021 Global Services Partner 
of the Year and 2021 AMER Professional Services 
Partner of the Year. We are constantly evolving our 
capabilities and solutions to solve security challenges 
as Splunk products grow in capability.

 � Expertise and experience. Gleaned from years of working with our managed security 
install base to optimize and operate complex, customized Splunk security ecosystems. 
Our experts have 5+ years’ Splunk experience on average.

 � Leverage our market leading SIEM, Splunk Enterprise with or without Splunk 
Enterprise Security, SOAR, and CrowdStrike EDR technologies.

 � Real human review and response 24/7/365 – no automated alerting from an 
unmonitored inbox.

 � SOC 2 Type 2 certified Managed Securities Practices.

 � 97% customer renewal rate. The majority of customers we speak to that are considering 
switching MDR providers are doing so because of a lack of proactive guidance.

The Power of TekStream

https://www.tekstream.com/
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Contact Us Now

What are the assets that you value most? Let us help to secure them.  

Contact us today to request a Free Maturity Metric Assessment.  
We will help you identify and prioritize areas for improvement. 

Our onboarding and buildout process follow a precise formula. The difference in our approach, aside from an ability 
to aggressively implement and customize our MDR service, is the explicit QuickStream phase that is essential to 
establishing gap/fit for playbooks, alerts and runbooks in what is typically a three-month duration. Every MDR service 
entails some customization and focused improvement after initial implementation.

Getting Started with TekStream MDR

https://www.tekstream.com/
https://www.tekstream.com/services/contact-us/
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TekStream accelerates clients’ digital transformation by navigating complex technology environments with a 
combination of technical expertise and staffing solutions. We guide our clients’ decisions, quickly implement the 
right technologies with the right people, and keep them running for sustainable growth. Our battle-tested processes 
and methodology help companies with legacy systems get to the cloud faster, so they can be agile, reduce costs, and 
improve operational efficiencies. And with hundreds of deployments under our belt, we can guarantee on-time and 
on-budget project delivery. That’s why 97% of our clients are repeat customers.

About TekStream

Find Out More
TekStream continues to grow and bring innovative software solutions 
to our clients to meet new business demands. Stay up to date on new 
services, software, and support offerings:

Sales@tekstream.com

678-708-4900

www.tekstream.com

View our Blog!
7 Years in a Row

2021

https://www.tekstream.com/
mailto:Sales%40tekstream.com?subject=
https://www.tekstream.com/
https://www.tekstream.com/resource-center/blog/

